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Abstract
This talk is conceptually a follow up to my BibleTech 2008 paper (yes, 11 years ago!) on Locating
New Testament Cross-References. In this presentation, we’ll explore the data behind a new
Logos 8 feature, Important Passages.

Review: BibleTech 2008
At BibleTech 2008, I presented a paper titled Locating New Testament Cross-References: Some
Strategies.1 In that paper, I outlined some possible strategies to use in creating a database of
cross-references for the New Testament. The paper was ordered by amount of “tech” needed to
pursue the strategy. There were three tech levels:
●
●
●

No Tech
Low Tech
Mo’ Tech

In each section, I listed and described some options to gather data. These included:
●
●
●

No Tech: Find a Bible in the public domain and use its references
Low Tech: Find some data points like Gospel Harmonies, NT Use of the OT, Thematic
approaches, aggregation of data related by person or place names, etc.
Mo’ Tech: Verses that share statistically improbable words (via TF/IDF), n-grams to locate
shared phrases or common substrings, use of syntactically annotated corpora to locate
similarly structured text.

After all of that (and eleven years since then) I can say that in creating the Important Passages
data for Logos 8, we didn’t really use any of those approaches (well, not explicitly). But the
conclusion of the paper provided the formation of a guiding principle:
In the creation of a cross-reference database, however, one item has become clear to me
as I’ve considered the different approaches in this paper. Cross-references are helpful,
but recording the reason for the cross-reference can also be just as helpful. How many
times have you followed a cross-reference only to come across a passage that doesn’t
seem to have much of anything to do with the referring passage? Recording the reason
for the cross-reference—be it because of similar words, similar phrasing, common names
or places, common themes—is something that automated methods can begin to
accomplish. As new and updated cross-reference databases are created and enhanced
for the next century of Bible study, schemes for communicating the what (reference)
along with the why (reason) should be part of the equation.2
One thing that was abundantly clear to me after working on that paper in 2008 was that in
addition to providing an association between two references, a cross-reference database should
also make an effort to provide the reason the two references are associated.
More clearly stated: As much as is possible, each reference association should provide at least
one reason for the association.
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Why Look at Cross-References Again?
The Cross-References guide section in Logos has been pretty much the same since the early
2000s (at least 2006, but maybe back as far as 2002–2003). It currently (even in Logos 8!) looks
like this:

The available cross-reference type resources are listed at the top of the guide, and some
references (aggregation from, I believe, the user’s top 5 preferred Bibles) is provided with the five
most popular references expanded in the user’s preferred Bible. Not bad, a good list of
references and typically appropriate as it relies on curation done by others for inclusion in
published Bibles.

However, the primary issue is that this is essentially a list of references. Relevant, yes; but there is
no indication as to why a reference is relevant.

Workflows
One of the signature features of Logos 8 is the Workflows feature. Workflows are a structured
method of walking a user through a process that consists of unique tasks. In the process of Bible
study, one of the common tasks is to consult cross-references for a passage, so this is a step
accounted for in many workflows. Here’s how it looks in our “Passage Exegesis” workflow:

But our solution for cross-references, while useful, had not been reviewed or re-evaluated since
we originally released it. All it really did was dump back a list of Bible references ostensibly
related to the passage in question.
It was (and is) functional, but we wanted it to be better. It was time to re-think the process of
consulting cross-references.

New Proposal: Methodological Innovation
In November of 2017, primarily because of Workflows, we started seriously considering creating
a new database of Bible cross references. An internal document sets out the very basics of the
approach we considered:
Commentaries have this great one-way referencing going on where a milestone (the
reference verse) mentions several associated references in discussion. If someone has
access to a whole lot of commentaries (we do, currently almost 6,500)3 then one can
aggregate the milestone->reference pairs that commonly occur across the set of available
commentaries.
The first innovation? We noticed that in the same way commentaries discuss Hebrew, Greek, and
transliterated words, commentaries also offer a lot of references in the context of discussion. And
the combination of information — Bible milestones with Bible references — gave us an idea on
how to aggregate information about references discussed in particular contexts.
In the below example, “1 Timothy 1:3” is the milestone, and the Bible references in the textual
discussion are references:

In the context of “1 Timothy 1:3” several other references are mentioned along the way.
This is where the Important Passages data in Logos 8 starts, by aggregating the
milestone-reference pairs to determine which references frequently occur in the discussion of 1
Timothy 1:3 (or whatever the milestone may be).
However, this is not where the Important Passages data ends. We have several sources for data
like this. In addition to the commentaries, any sort of work that contains milestone-reference pairs
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can be evaluated. This means that Bibles (with their center-column cross references), Study
Bibles (essentially mini-commentaries), and even existing cross-reference works such as the old
Treasury of Scripture Knowledge can be evaluated. Even lexicons can be analyzed, associating
references that occur with the same article/headword as relevant.
All of this information aggregated across resources available to Logos Bible Software covers a
huge swathe of data. During the time this dataset was developed (Spring/Summer 2018), it
included 2.43 million milestones and 29.48 million references;4 most of those harvested from
commentaries but a not-insubstantial portion harvested from Bibles, cross-reference resources,
lexicons, and Study Bibles.
Another benefit: Because this information associates milestones and references that use the
“Bible” scheme, it is language-neutral. This means that localization, a primary concern when
you’re planning on shipping a new version of software in six languages besides English5 from day
one, is actually doable.
Even with the milestone-reference pairs aggregated across all commentaries available for Logos
Bible Software, we basically end up “dump[ing] back a list of Bible references ostensibly related
to the passage in question.” It can be aggregated, scored, and processed; but it is still simply a
list of stuff with no indication as to why a particular reference is included as relevant for the
milestone.

Need More Data
Let’s return to where my BibleTech 2008 paper ended: Cross-References need to do a better job
of explaining their relevance. They should provide a reason for the association that provides a
filter to the reader/user as to whether they should follow the reference, or move on.
The second innovation — the realization that made Important Passages feasible — was that we
(Logos) had scads of data that could be used to make implicit reasons for references explicit: We
had several highly curated datasets that associate passages with something distinctive.
For example, these datasets can tell us each of the parables in the Bible. Or every proverb. Or
every miracle. Alternately, we know all the passages where people, places, and things are
mentioned (not to mention all the different ways they are referred to). Or we know all the original
language lemmas (dictionary forms) in a passage.
In other words, we could take a milestone-passage relationship and determine which data the
milestone and the passage hold in common. Are they both in parables? Which lemmas do they
share? Do the passages share references to common people, places, or things? Are the
milestone and reference related intertextually? Are there infrequently occurring words that are
shared in the passages?
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On average 10 references per milestone.
Spanish, German, Portuguese, Korean, Chinese (Traditional), and Chinese (Simplified).

Mash it all up
We reviewed all of our datasets to determine the items that would be appropriate to include as
reasons for cross-references. Here’s the list we came up with:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Commentaries: The reference occurs frequently in commentary discussion of the study
passage.
Lexicons: Both references are frequently cited in lexicon articles discussing vocabulary
common to both verses.
Shared Cultural Concepts: Both references analyzed sharing concepts in the Lexham
Cultural Outlines, or Cultural Concepts.
Shared Topics: Both references share common biblical concepts analyzed by Logos
Controlled Vocabulary (LCV), which is the organizing principle of the Factbook.
Bible Sense: Both references are analyzed sharing Bible Sense Lexicon analysis senses.
Shared People/Places/Things: Both references share common components (people,
places, and things) analyzed by the BibleKnowledgebase.
New Testament Use of the Old Testament: Both references occur in a common entry in
the New Testament Use of the Old Testament dataset.
Similar Commands: Both references are analyzed as containing similar types of
commands.
Shared Miracles: Both references have some aspect of a miracle in common.
Speaking To God: Both references share some common aspect in address to Deity.
Theophanies: Both references involve some aspect of a theophany.
Similar Questions: Both references are analyzed as containing similar types of questions.
Similar Sacrifices: Both references share some commonality regarding sacrifice.
Proverbs: Both references are analyzed as similar types of proverbs.
Parallel Passages: Both references occur in a common parallel text. This could involve
synoptic gospels, or other sets of parallels (OT History, Jude-2 Peter, Pauline Parallels).
Shared Figurative Language: Both references involve common use of a particular type of
figurative language.
Parables: Both references have some aspect of a Parable in common.
Shared Preaching Themes: Both references share a common preaching theme.

Remember the example from 1 Timothy 1:3? Here’s what 1 Timothy 1:3 looks like in Important
Passages (with LEB and SBLGNT above to provide the reference for context). The result order is
sorted by relevance/rank.

An alternate visualization that groups the references by reason type is also available. In the
below example, the references that share common cultural concepts are displayed.

